
Chapter 5

The Agency of the Letter

in the (Jnconscious

or Reason Since Freud

OvnnvrEw

This essay deserves a special place among the papers selected
for this collection, partly because it articulates, more fully than
any other single essay available to us here, Lacan's fundamental
thesis that the unconscious is "structured like a language," partly
because it is slightly more readable than the rest. The reason for
this (and Lacan almost apologizes for the fact) is that in its pres-
ent form it finds a place midway between the genre of the spo-
ken word and the genre of the written text.

Generally speaking, the genre of the spoken word for La-
can is more easily comprehensible by the auditor than the genre
ol ' the writ ten text, which is intended to be read rather than
heard. Edit ing the latter permits a "kind of t ightening up" that
Lacan l ikes " in order to leave the reader no other way out than
the way in"- a way that Lacan prefers "to be dif f icult" (1977 , p.
146/493). In this much, at least, he succeeds admirably! The
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l ) r ' ( 's( 'nt  t 'ssrrv,  th<lugh wri t ten down al ier  i t  was del ivered, hap-
pi ly t 'scir lx 's such strenuous redaction and retains some of the
rrr-iqirr;rl rhythms (mesures) of the spoken word essential to shap-
ine the response Lacan intends.

At any rate, the invitation to address the Fddiration des itudi-
ants bs lettres offers an especially appropriate occasion to discuss
the role of the letter in the unconscious. For the commitment of
these students to the world of letters (i.e., literature) recalls the
primary place that Freud assigned to literature in the formation
of the psychoanalyst - an insistence that is overlooked by many
present-day analysts. Yet how can they fail to recognize its im-
portance when their "whole experience must find in speech alone
its instrument, its content, its material, and even the back-
ground noise of i ts uncertaint ies" (1977, p. l+71494)?

I
The meaning of tlu letter

Lacan's purpose in these pages is to discuss the function
(instance) of the letter in structuring the unconscious - a concep-
tion that challenges, of course, the notion of the unconscious as
"seat of the instincts." How is "letter" to be understood here?

Quite "literally" as "that material support that concrete discourse
borrows from languag." (1977, p. 147 l+95), where "concrete
discourse" is taken to be the "speech" of an individual subject
and "language" the universal structure that preexists "the mo-
ment at which each subject at a certain point in his mental de-
velopment makes his entry into it" (1977, p. 148/+95). Lan-
guage, thus understood as structure, precedes and founds the
social patterns of a community as well as its historical "dis-
course." This structure, Lacan admits, is discernible through
the methods of scientific linguistics as these have developed un-
der the inspiration of Ferdinand de Saussure. Saussure's funda-
mental position is that a language is made up of signs, in which
the signifying component (e.g., acoustic image) and signified
component (e.g., mental concept) are related only arbitrarily
( i . . . ,  not  necessar i ly) .
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But the import of "this primordial dist inct ion lbertwt ' t :n sig-
nif ier and signif ied] goes well  beyond the discussion conccrninq
the arbitrariness of the sign" (1977 , p. l49l+97), so much so that
the bar that separates signifier and signified in the formula S/s
may be conceived as "a barr ier resist ing signif icat ion" (1977,, p.
149/497). What Lacan seems to be insisting on is that not only
is the relation between signifier and signified arbitrary, but
there is no one-to-one correspondence between them at all (as
the logical posit ivists would l ike to maintain) - st i l l  less between
the signifier and the "thing" referred to. The hard fact is that "no
signification can be sustained other than by reference to another
signi f icat ion" (1977, p.  150/498).

To exemplify this Lacan introduces an example of his own
invention: two different signifiers ("Ladies" and "Gentlemen")
are located respectively above two separate doors - each signifi-
er referring to essentially the same signified (a water closet).
What di l l 'erentiates these two signif iers, then, is not the content
of the siqnif iecl,  which is common to both, but rather the chains
of associat ive sienif iers that history, culture, and social mores
have assigned separately and reciprocally to the sexuai differen-
t iat ion implied in them.

More precisely, what is the structure of the signif ier? Basi-
cally, it is composed of "ultimate differential elements" that
then are combined "according to the laws of a closed order"
(1977, p.  152/501).  These basic uni ts are the phonemes that,
when divided into 12 sets of binary pairs ("differential coup-
lings"), account for "the discernment of sounds in Iany] given
languag." ( 1 97 7 , p. 1 53/501 ), as Jakobson and Halle ( 1956)
have shown. It is when these sounds find written form that they
consti tute, in the str ictest sense, the " letter" with which the
whole essay deals, i . . . ,  the rudimentary and "essential ly local-
ized structure of  the s igni f ier"  (1977, p.  153/501).

As for the combination of these elements "according to the
laws of a closed order," these laws (..S. , of grammar and lexicol-
ogy) function in different ways that interlink with one another
to form what f,acan calls the "signifying chain": "rings of a neck-
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l , r r  c t l r : r t  is  ; r  r ' r t r r r  in i r t tothcr necklace made of  r ingt"  (1977, p.
I  1 i /502 ). \ ' t ' t  thc r: i tpacity of signif iers to convey meaning is not
rt 'str ictt ' t l  l rv such laws. A signif ier, for example, can "anticipate"
nr( ' :ur irrs "by unfblding i ts dimension before i t" as happens in the

l)r'('qnrrnt interruption or in the adroitly adversative "but
l ' l r i r t  is why "we can say that i t  is in the chain of the signif ier that
t l r t '  rneaning' insists 'but  that  none of  i ts  e lements 'consists ' in the
si{nification of which it is at the moment capable," so that we
"rrrc lbrced. .  .  to accept the notion of an incessant sl iding of the
sisrr i f ied under the signif ier" (1977, pp. 153-15+1502).

The relation between signifier and signified is not purely
linear, as if a single voice were articulating the signifiers in tem-
poral sequence. Rather, signifiers relate to one another "verti-
t'ally" as well as "horizontally," clinging together in clusters ("ut-
t'horing points") of sounds that in effect produce a polyphonic
t'flect that can be "aligned along the several staves of a [musical]
scc)re" (1977, p. 15+/503). Hence: "There is in effect no signify-
ing chain that does not have, as if attached to the punctuation of
t'ach of its units, a whole articulation of relevant contexts sus-

lrended'vert ical ly ' ,  as i t  were, from that poit t t"  (1977,, p. 154/
s03).

Lacan proceeds to discuss through the remainder of this
first section two fundamental ways in which clusters of signifiers
t'oalesce: through processes that the linguistic tradition calls
"metonymy" on the one hand and "metaphor" on the other.
Iiach of these processes is il lustrated by an example.

Lacan introduces his treatment of metonymy by an elabo-
rate example of the signifier "tree," it which he recalls some of
the complexities of its polyphonic resonances, beginning with
the simple matter of "vowels and consonants," then extending
the associations to "symbolic contexts." There are two points to
make here: in the first place, the richness of association belongs
to the signifier "tree" quite independently of any subject who
uses it in speech, and such trans-subjective wealth permits the
subject, "precisely in so far as [the subject has] this language in

common with other subjects, that is to say, in so far as it exists
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as a [natural] language, to use it in order to signil'y somethin,g
quite other than what i t  says" (1977, p. 155/505). Second, the as-
sociative richness of the signifier "tree" accrues to it by virtue of
a kind of "word-to-tuord connexion" with other signifiers, and this
is what Lacan understands by metonymy.

For Lacan, then, metonymy is "the one side (uersant) of the
effective field constituted by the signifier, so that meaning can
emerge there. The other side is metaphof'  ( t977, p. 156/506).
What characterizes metaphor is not the connection of one word
to another but the substitution of "one uordfor another" (1977, p.
157 /507). The critical example here is taken from Victor Hugo's
(1859) poem about "Sleeping Booz": "His sheaf uas neither miserlt
nor spiteful. " "Sheaf" is the signifier that is substituted for anoth-
ef, namely, Booz himself. The connection between the two is
indicated here by the word "his," thus emphasizing what is true
fbr every metaphor, namely, that "the occulted signifier [r.-
mains] present through i ts (metonymic) connexion with the rest
of the chain" (1977, p. 157/507). Thus, "the munif icence of the
sheaf'" is attributed to Booz by virtue of his "accession to pater-
nity," and i t  is in this attr ibution that the "creative spark" of this
particular metaphor consists - it is here that "sense emerges
from non-sens."  (1977, p.  158/508).  Such, then, is the other
side "of the effective field constituted by the signifier, so that
meaning can emerge there."

After this general treatment of metonymy and metaphor,
Lacan says a word about the function of metonymy in the de-
velopment of the subject. The matter is far from clear, but let it
suffice for the moment to say that the dynamic of desire will find
in metonymy (among other things) "the power to circumvent
the obstacles of social censure" (1977 , p. 158/508).

In conclusion, Lacan alludes to the classic adage, "the let-
ter killeth while the spirit giveth life," conceding a certain basic
truth in it but adding "we should also like to know how the spirit
could live without the letter," for the letter "produces all the ef-
f 'ccts o{ ' truth in man without involving the spir i t  at al l"  (1977, p.
15u/509). This takes us to the heart of Freud's experience of the
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lrr  r l r l t ' r r r  o l '  t  l r t " ' r l t ' r ' t :nte red" sel l ' ,  which becomes thematic in the

\( ' (  ( ) r r r l  st ' r ' t ion of '  the essay.

I I
The letter in the unconscious

In this section Lacan comes to the heart of the matter: the

lirnc:tion of the "letter" in the "unconscious" as Freud reveals it to

trs. But f i rst some precisions. To begin with, the "unconscious"

l irr  Freud (hence, at issue here) does not necessari ly coincide,
we are told, with the "psychical" unconscious, i .e.,  "psychical ef-
li 'cts" that exclude the characteristic of consciousness. Rather, at
issue is the "topography" (topique) of the unconscious-we take
this to mean the unconscious as a fundamental structure that for
Lacan can ideally be forrnahzed in algorithms (1977, p. 1631
5r14). Second, "letter" here refers not only to the strict sense of

that term mentioned above, i .e.,  the writ ten form of the pho-
nemes, but to the broad sense according to which it is taken to

be the underlying structure of signification as such. Thus, Freud's
conception of the unconscious is modeled on his experience of

the dream as a "rebus)) - v notion that Lacan (with Freud) insists
must be taken literally (h la lettre):

This derives from the agency in the dream of that same lit-

eral (or phonematic) structure in which the signifier is ar-
ticulated and analysed in discourse. So the unnatural im-

ages of the boat on the roof, or the man with a comma for a
head, which are specifically mentioned by Freud, are ex-

amples of dream-images that are to be taken only for their

value as sienifiers, that is to say, in so far as they allow us to

spell out the 'proverb' presented by the rebus of the dream.
The linguistic structure that enables us to read dreams is

the very principle of the 'significance of the dream', the

Traumdeutung l l97 7 , p. I  59/510] .

Dream-images, then, are signihers, and signifiers are let-
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ters that "spel l  out" the message of the dream. Accordinely, t l r t .
"letter" in question here is "the same literal (or phonematit.)
structure in which the signifier is articulated and analysed in
discourse." Such is the fundamental principle of Freud's Interpre-
tation of Dreams (1900a), and Freud "staked the whole of his dis-
covery on this essential expression of his message" (I977 ,, p.
159/509). That is why hieroglyphics were so suggesrive ro him
- a set of images that are essentially signifiers of meaning that
has nothing to do with what the images themselves pictorially
represent. Hence, the discernment of meaning contained in
them (and, by analosy, in a dream) resembles far less the "de-
coding" of a message, i.e., the conversion of an artificial con-
vention into "natural" language, than the "deciphering, of a
cryptogram, i.e., the translation of one "natural" language that
( l ike hieroglyphics) has been lost into another (1977, p. 150/
510-51 1).

In any case, what Freud describes as "dream-work" follows
the laws by which signifiers relate to each other: "distortion"
(Entstellung) is the "sliding of the signified under the signifier";
"condensation" (Verdichtung) "rs the structure of the superimposi-
tion of the signifiers, which metaphor takes as its field"; "dis-
placement" (Verschiebung) "is closer to the idea of that veering off
of  s igni f icat ion that we see in metonymy" (1977, p.  160/511).
And the "subtle processes" by which "such logical articulations
as causality, contradiction, hypothesis, etc." find expression "are
the object of a special study in Freud in which we see once more
confirmed that the dream-work follows the laws of the signifier"
(r977, p.  16r/sr?).

But the crucially important function of the signifier in this
conception of the unconscious was overlooked by Freud's early
followers, partly because his form alization of the nature of the
unconscious preceded the "formalizations of linguistics for
which one could no doubt show that it paved the way by the
sheer weight of i ts truth" (1977, p. 1 62/513), part ly because psy-
choanalysts "were fascinated exclusively by the significations
revealed in the unconscious" without realizing that the "secret
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;r i l r . t r t . t iorr ' ( ) l ' t l r t ,st .  s igrr i l icat ions was der ived from a "dialect ic that

r. i( .( , trr t ' t l  to lr t '  i rnnranent in them" but in fact was rooted more

lrr.gl irrrpt l ly in the st i l l  unthematized nature of the signif ier i tself

i f  OZ7,p.  1621513).  In any case, i t  is  the nature of  the uncon-

sc'ious with its intrinsic relationship to the law of the signifier

that accounts for the "absolute coherence" between Freud's

"technique" of free association and his "discovery" of the uncon-

scious-whether this be considered " in the normal person or in

the neurot ic"  (1977 ,  P.  16315l+).

At this point Lacan turns to the topography (topique) of the

unconscious, elaborating a series of formalizations that trans-

pose Saussure's original formula S/s into algorithms that tran-

scribe this relationship when the signifier refers directly to other

signifiers under the guise either of metonymy (word-to-word re-

lai ionships) or of metaphor (word-for-word substi tut ion) (1977 '
p. l64l5iS). f" either case, the question arises as to the place of

ihe subject. At stake is the relat ionship between the unconscious

as transindividual structure and the individual subiect of our

normal experience.
Good Frenchman that he is , Lacan begins all over again

with Descartes. I t  is a commonplace, of course' that Descartes

found his "unshakable foundation of truth" in the subject's aware-

ness of himself in the very process of his own thinking/doubt: "I

think, therefore I am." A philosophical analysis of this proce-

dure, as well as the historical record of how it was subsequently

embroidered with such terminology as "transcendentai" and "ex-

istential," need not concern us here. Let it suffice to say simply

that, taken at face value, the formula suggests that conscious-

ness and subjectivity are coterminous'

But this is precisely what Freud with his own version of the

Copernican revolution challenges, and Lacan poses the neural-

gic question thus: "Is the place that I occupy as the subject of a

signifier concentric or excentric, in relation to the piace I occu-

py u,  subject  of  the s igni f ied?" (1977 ,  p.  165/517).  The expected

Otr*a, iS, Of COUrSe, "excentriC," fOr exCentric CirCleS, aS OppOSed

to concentric ones ) are those that have different centers. The
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sense is that the subject occupies different "places," onc thc r.r:rr-
ter of conscious discourse (signif iers), another the centcr ol 'un-
conscious discourse, governed by "signifying mechanisms" that
shape the signified and are quite legitimately designated as
"thought" (7977 , p. 165/51i).  This double polari ty permits La-
can to rel ish a series of paradoxes such as: "I  think I i . . . ,  on the
unconscious level] where I am not [i.e., consciously], therefore
I  am where I  do not th ink" ( lg77, p.  166/517).  The heart  of  the
matter is that "the S and the s of the Saussurian algorithm are
not on the same level" (1977, p. 166/518)-and this was rhe
secret of Freud's great discovery.

The secret penetrates to the very "dimension of being [of
the subject]: Kern unseres wesen are Freud's own terms" (197I , p.
166/518). It is on this level that neuroses (as also myths) find
their roots: "whether phobic, hysterical, or obsessive, the neuro-
sis is a question that being poses for the subject 'from where it
was before the subject came into the world' (Freud's phrase,
which he used in explaining the Oedipal complex to little Hans)"
(1977, p. 168/520). How "being" is to be understood here is not
terribly clear, stil l less is any possible distinction between the
unconscious, the "other scene" (1977, p. 167/519), and the "be-
ing" of the self, but the term reappears in the title of the third
section of the essay and we shall return to it below.

More important for the present argument is to see how the
law of the signifier funcrions on the level of psychopathology.
The mode of metaphor, for example, gives structure to the symp-
tom, insofar as "flesh or function is taken as a signifying ele-
ment" that substitutes for the "enigmatic signifier of the sexual
trauma." Between the two "there passes the spark that fixes in a
symptom the signification inaccessible to the conscious subject
in which that symptom may be resolved" (r977, p. 166/518).

The mode of metonymy, for its part, functions through the
processes of desire. The nature of desire itself is treated else-
where and it is not practical to delay over it now. Here it is im-
portant only to see that desire, the residue of a lost paradise,
seeks its term by "eternally stretching forth towards the desire for
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rurr t r ' t l t i r t ,q, ' l r t : '  ( l \177, p.  167 l518),  where the "something else" is
r  r ' l ; r lcr  l  to i t  l l r t 'v ious "sornething else" by means of  metonymy.

l lrr t  tht '  thrust of 'desire is a "dialect ic of return" to some lost

lritr-irrlist', hence essentially a "recollection." This movement of
rt'turn marked the development of Freud himself in his dogged
lidel i ty to the "humble but inf lexible consequences of the'talking
( 'ure '"  (1977, p.  167/519).  But,  for  our present purposes, i t  is
perhaps more important to note how Freud, in the case of Little
Hans (1909a), treated the boy's pathology by helping him,
through the mediation of the boy's father, to develop, "around
the signifyitg crystal of his phobia, all the permutations possible
on a l imited number of signif iers" (1977,, p. 168/520). In fact,
then, if not in theory, Freud dealt with this patient's uncon-
scious according to the law of the signifier that governs it.

What of the patient's ego in all of this? Lacan introduces it
apparently out of the blue and refers again to the analysis we
have already seen (Chapters 1 and 2), according to which the
ego is an alienating projection and its defenses essentially "imag-
inary inertias that it concentrates against the message of the un-
conscious." What he adds here is that these defenses (as Feni-
chel, for example, describes them) are themselves simply "the
reverse side of the mechanisms of the unconscious," which have
the form of figures of speech that are "the active principle of the
rhetoric of the discourse" that is ultimately determined by the
laws of the signif ier (1977, p. 1691521).

If Lacan's thesis is taken seriously, then the analyst must
accept certain austere consequences. In the. first place, the ana-
lyst must renounce any pretension to omniscience, for "the sim-
plest (and even sickest) . . . [-uy seem] to know as much as [the
analyst]" about what ought to be made of a given discourse
(1977, p. 169/521), since he has equal access to the law of the
signif ier in the unconscious. Again, as analysts we must str ive
to become, as Freud was, "an encyclopedia of the arts and
muses," and be content "to be antidotes to trifles" in spending
time on the "al lusions, quotations, puns, and equivocations" of
the pat ient 's discourse (1977, pp. 169-170/521).  Examples of
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Freud's own practice abound in what rrray be called his thrct:
"canonical" books on the unconscious: The Interpretation of Dreams
(1900a), The Psltchopatholog of Euer1day Lrft (1901), andJokes and
Their Relation to the (Jnconscious (1905b). There we see the early
Freud in full possession of (and by) his insight, and it is instruc-
tive to note how a much more mature Freud, for example in his
article on "Fetishism" (1927), follows the same form of analysis
( r977, p.  I70ls22).

All of this adds up to a highly different conception of the
Freudian unconscious from the one most readers are used to.
But Lacan's position is unequivocal: "The unconscious is nei-
ther primordial nor instinctual; what it knows about the ele-
mentary is no more than the elements of the signifier" (7977 , p.
1701522). In fact, as Lacan sees it, the "intolerable scandal" of
Freud's discovery was not the emphasis on man's sexuality, but
rather the fact that i t  was so " ' intel lectual '"  (1977, p. 171/523)
-as such a conception of the unconscious implies. For Lacan,
the infallible sign of "bad psychoanalysts," then, is that they
deprecate with the term "intellectuahzation" "all technical or
theoretical research that carries forward the Freudian experi-
ence along its authentic lines," as, presumably, Lacan's own
does (1977, p.  171/523).

I I I
The letter, being and the other

The English translation of this title loses completely the
musical assonance of the French: La lettre, lhhe et I'autre, which
has to be heard rather than read to be appreciated. The aural
contiguity of these three signifiers shows (through metonymy)
the interconnectedness and the mutual complementarity of
what is signified by them. This signified is a complex unity that,
like a musical chord, attempts to sound the interior harmony of
all that has been said so far. To summarize this section we shall
separate out the different elements of this chord according to the
sequence of signifiers in the title.
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As to lrow "lcttcr" is to be understood at this point we al-
r t ' ; r t ly  l r i rvc sorne idea: i t  is  that  "same l i teral  (or  phonematic)
stnr( ' tLrre in which the signif ier is art iculated and analysed in
t f  iscours."  (1977 ,  p.  1591510)- in other words,  the law of  lan-

{tuage. What is strummed out here is how central language and
its laws are to all human intercourse. It is only with the appear-
irnce of languzge, for example, "that the dimension of truth
( 'rnerges" (1977, p. 172152+), since without language even a l ie
would be impossible. Similarly, i t  is language that makes possi-
ble al l  questionirg (1977 , p. 1721525); al l  negotiat ions between
human agents that reach beyond sheer behavior presuppose this
"third locus which is neither my speech nor my interlocutor" -
"the locus of signifying convention" (1977, p. 1731525).

But the profound role that language plays in the entire hu-
man enterprise may be seen most str ikingly, perhaps, in the ex-
ample of a scholar such as Erasmus when we realize that the im-

pact he had on "the revolution of a Refbrmation" derived from

the fact that "the slightest alteration in the relation between man

and the signifier, in this case in the procedures of exegesis,
changes the whole course of history by modilying the moorings
that anchor his being" (1977, p.  1741527).  This suggests that  the
real reason why Freud hirnself has had such an earth-shaking ef'-
fect, not just on the hurnan sciences but on al l  aspects of '  con-
temporary Western culture, is that he, too, "is seen to have
fbunded an intangible but radical revolution" of a very similar
k ind (1977, p.  17+1527).

Being

So be it: "the slightest alteration in the relation between
man and the signifier" modifies "the moorings that anchor [man's]
being." The laws of language, then, anchor man's being: that is
why the unconscious for Frcud reaches down to the "Kern unseres
Wesen, the nucleus of  our being" (1977, p.  1731526).  To be sure,
this dirnension cannot be an "object of 'knolvledge," but "we bear
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witness to i t  as much and more in our whims, our aberratttotts,

our phobias and fet ishes, as in our more or less civi l ized persol)-

al i t ies'? (1977, p. 17+1526). To the extent that such a test imony

can still be called "scientific," Lacan can say that "Freud brought

within the circle of science the boundary between the object and

being that seemed to mark i ts outer l imit" (1977, p. 1751527).

That this mode of expression has echoes of Heidegger, La-

can is ready to admit, not by way of resorting to some "ready-

made mental jetsam" by which "one excuses oneself from any

real thought" but by "the ellbrt to leave the speech he proffers us

its sovereign signif icance" (1977, p. 175/528). But what is that

"sovereign significance" for Lacan? What is clear is that Heideg-

ger's talk of "being" bears some deep affinity with the Freudian

unconscious with its languagelike structure; what is not clear is

how the two are to be differentiated. In any case, the dimension

of 'being, as also of the unconscious, is a center that is "other"

than the center of 'conscious thought and consti tutes "the self 's

radical  ex-centr ic i ty to i tsel f ' "  (1977, p.  17I152+).  But th is br ings

us to the third element of ' the essay's closine chord: "the other."

The other

Lacan poses the question sharply: ref'erring to the paradox

mentioned above ("I  think where I am not," etc.),  he asks, " is

what th inks in my place, then, another [ .So]?" (1977 ,  p.  17 Ll

523). Certainly not, i f  this rneans a "spl i t  personali ty" of some

sort. Well, then, who "is this other to whom I am more attached

than to myself, since, at the heart of'my assent to my own identi-

ty i t  is st i l l  he who agitates 
^e" 

(1977, p. 172152+)? Evidently i t  is

not an "other" subject, nor is it discovered through an " 'aware-

ness of otheru' " (  1977 , p. 1731526). In terms of other subjects,

the "other" in question here "can be understood only at a second

degree of otherness," through which it is in a "position of medi-

ating" between me and other subjects (1977 , p. 1721525). As

such, i t  is the "guarantor of the truth" (1977 , p. 172152+) and of
"Good Faith" (1977 , p. 1731522).

T'hat is why Lacan capitalizes it: "If I have said that the un-

\ ( , t  \ (  \  ( ) l  l l l l  l l  l l l l i  l \  l l l l  |  \ (  ( , \ \ (  l ( ) l  \ 17 i

(  ( )ns( iorrs is t l r t ' r l isct)urs( 'o l ' thc () thcr (wi th a czrpi ta l  O) i t  is  in
,rrr l t ' r '  to i r r t l ic i r t t '  t l r t '  lc l inrensionl  beyond I indiv idual  subjects]"
(11)77,p.  17'215'2+).  I f 'he adds here that in th is dimension " the
rt ' t 'oqnit ion o{ 'desire is bound up with the desire for recognit ion,"
t lr is introduccs the whole problem of the nature of desire which
is not otherwise thematized in this essay. We defer a discussion
ol ' this fbrmula, then, to later. In any case, i t  is the otherness of
llrzs other that constitutes the "radical heteronomy that Freud's
<l iscovery shows gaping within man" (1977 , p. 172152+).

Such, then, is the "self's radical ex-centricity to itself."
What is the subject's task in the face of all this? Freud himself
suggests the formula: "Wo Es war, soll lch werden" (There where it
was, I  must come to pass) (1977, p.  171152+).  But th is does not
so much engage us to seek to " 'Know thysclf' " on the psycho-
logical level as to reconsider the ways that lead us back to this
original "where" that Freud has shown us (1977, p. 1741526).
To the extent that we succeed, the result is "one of reintegration
and harmony, I could even say of reconciliation (Wrsohnung)"
(1977, p.  171/524).

The closing chord is resolved with one final word that brings
us back to the principal issue of the entire essay, namely, that
the laws of language in the unconscious are grounded in being
itself: "if the symptom is a metaphor, it is not a metaphor to say
so, any more than to say that man's desire is a metonymy. For
the symptom es a metaphor whether one likes it or not, as desire
es a metonymy, however funny people may f ind the idea" (I977,
p. 175/s2B).

Mnp oF THE Tnxr

Introduction.
A. This reworking of a lecture to liberal arts students falls

. between writing and speech.
1. Writ ing makes possible a t ightening of discourse so

that the reader has no way out but the way in.

2. Speech has different rhythms "essential to the for-
mative effect" that is sought.
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B. Li terary t ra in ing was desisnated l ty Freucl  as r t '< l t r is i t t '

for analysts,
1. but in the psychoanalyt ic journals we observe nov-

ice concerns with symbolization and language.

2. How can today's psychoanalyst fai l  to recognize that

"speech is the key to [ the] truth"?

a. For from it  his experience receives i ts instru-

ment, framework, material,  and even the stat ic

of i ts uncertaint ies.
I. The meaning of the letter.

A. Language is dist inguished from speech.

1. In the unconscious, psychoanalysis discovers the

entire structure of language,

a. whose letter is to be taken l i teral ly

i .  in the sense of '  the phonemes of language

used by u speaker.

2. I-anguage exists prior to the moment the subject

spcaks and should not be confused with speech's

psychical and somatic functions.

a. The aphasias distr ibute their defici ts according

to the two slopes o{' the signifier (as Jakobson
shows).

b. The subject is the serf of language and of a dis-

course in which he is already located at birth.

i .  This discourse establ ishes tradit ion, which

sets down the basic structures of culture,

(u) and whose laws governing exchange are

a function of language.

c. Even dialect ical material ism does not view lan-

guage as a superstructure.
B. The science of linguistics has achieved objectivity through

its algorithm: S/s-"the signifier over the signified."

1. This Saussurian formula expresses the primordial

distinction between two orders separated by a bar-

r ier that resists signi l icat ion.
a. I t  presumes the arbitrariness of the sign,

\ ( .1 \ (  \  i l l  l l l l  l  l  l  l l  l i  l \  l l l l  I  \ ( : ( ) \s( : l ( ) l  s

' ) . .  I l r r rs t l t ' r r rorrstr i r t ing that  cvcry s iqni f icart ion depcnds
orr i ts rt ' l i : rernce to another signif icat ion.
a. l,anguage covers the entire field of the signified,

i. constituting objects through concepts.
b. It is an illusion to think that the signifier serves to

represent the signified.
A diagram from the sexual field replaces Saussure's il-
lustration of S/s.
1. In this example we see how the signifier becomes

physically part of the signified (the sign over sepa-
rate doors).

2. In the example of the children at the railway sta-
tion, the bar is materialized in thc rails,
a. whose form suggests that its resistance may not

be dialectical.
The signifying domain has an articulated structure.
1. I ts units are subject to a double condit ion:

a. that of "being reducible to ultimate differential
elements,"

i. which are the phonemes;
b. that of being combined "according to the laws of

a closed order"
i. to form signifying chains.

ii. These are laws of grammar and lexicology.

2. Meaning does not reign supreme beyond this closed
order.
a. for the signifier foreshadows meaning, sketching

its dimension as the chain unfolds,
i. as is il lustrated by the use of adverbs and

conjunctions.
i i .  Hence, i t  is only in the signifying chain that

meaning " insists," for meaning is not consti-
tuted by the single element of ' the chain.

3. There is imposed, then, the notion of a continual
"sliding of the signified under the signifier,"
a. which is i l lustrated by Saussure's image of l ines

l7 i t

C.

D.
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connecting corresponding segments of '  thc W;r-
ters of Genesis.

b. A linear conception of the way the chain of dis-
course is constituted has merit only in the direc-
t ion of t ime.

c. Our experience instead suggests the image of
"anchoring points."

d. Poetry reveals a polyphony like thar of a musical
score,

i. for every signifying chain has, suspended
vertically from its units, whole contexts of
associat ion,
(") as illustrated by the word "tree."

ii. For the signifier to operate, it is not neces-
sary that it be present in the subject,
(") for it has become part of the linguistic

tradi t ion.
This structure of the signifying chain allows me to use
it "to signify something quite other than what it says."
1. The f igure of style through which I can do this is

cal led metonymy,
a. as in the example "thirty sai ls."
b. I t  is based on the word-to-word connectign, not

on any part-to-whole relation.
2. The other slope of the effective field of the signifier

is called metaphor,
a. as in "His sheaf was neither miserly nor spiteful."
b. Its formula is "one wordfor another,"where one sig-

nifier takes the place of the other in the signifying
chain.

c. Metaphor occurs precisely where "sense emerges
from non-sense."

3. In metonymy we find the means of evading censor-
ship.
a. We are now getting warm in our investigation of

Freudian truth.

E.

\ ( ,1. \ (  \  ( ) l  i l i l  l l  t i l ,  l {  l \  i l l l .  t 'N(:()Ns(: t ( ) t 's

l ' lrr' lr ' l lt in lht un(zn.rctous.
A. ln 'l'he Intt:rpretation of Dreams, Freud deals with "the let-

t t :r  of '  the discourse."
1. As a rebus, the dream has the same literal and pho-

nematic structure in which the signifier is articu-
lated in discourse.
a. The signifier's image has nothing to do with its

signification.
b. Only the linguistically untrained favor a symbol-

ism derived from natural analogy.
c. Today's analyst must learn to decipher, not

decode.
2. The general precondition for the functioning of the

dream is distortion or Entstellung.
a. This is "the sl iding of the signihed under the

signif ier."
b. I t  is always present in discourse,
c. but this act ion is unconscious.

3. The two slopes of the incidence of the signifier over
the signified are also found in the functioning of the
dream.
a. Condensation or Verdichtung involves "the sr.rper-

imposition of the signifiers":
i. metaphor is its field;

ii. its mechanism is "connatural with poetry"
(Dichtung).

b. Displacement or Verschiebung is the "veering off of'
signif icat ion,"

i. which is demonstrated in metonymy,
ii. and is the most appropriate device the un-

conscious uses to elude censorship.
+. These two mechanisms are distinguished from their

homoiogous role in discourse only in a regard to the
means of representation.
a. This is a limit, imposed on the signifying mate-

rial, that functions interior to the discourse,

177
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i .  and does not reduce i t  to mere pictorial t l is-
play.

b. Like charades, the dream lacks the precise
meaning to represent subordinate clauses.

c. The rest of the dream-elaboration consists of sec-
ondary fantasies, like daydreams, which func-
tion in wish fulfil lment.

The constitutive role of the signifier suffered a gen-

eral misunderstanding from the beginning,
a. because The Interpretation of Dreams appeared

before the formalizations of linguistics,
b. and because psychoanalysts were bewitched by

unconscious symbolism.
i. Freud changed his tack to counteract this

bias,
ii. while maintaining the dignity of the object of

his discovery.
c. Theory and practice are no longer integrated, as

they were in Freud.
In analyzrng dreams, Freud intends to demonstrate
the laws of the unconscious.
a. Dreams of the normal person or the neurotic

reveal the same laws.
b. This unconscious is not synonymous with the

psychological order,
i. for many psychical effects that exclude

consciousness have nothing to do with the

Freudian unconscious.
ii. And the Freudian unconscious can have

somatic effects.
c. The topography of the unconscious is defined by

the algorithm S/s,
i. whose formula can be applied to metonymy

and metaphor.
The function of the subject is crucial to our discussion.

1. The Cartesian cogito is the historical peak of the

epistemology of science.

5.

6.

B.

D.

C.

\ ( , t  \ (  \  ( l l  l l l l  I l  l l l .  l {  l \  l l l l  I  \ ( : ( ) \s( : l ( ) l  s I  71)

r .  Sirnplv t ' r ' i t ic iz ing i t  cvar les the not ion of ' the sub-

. j t : t ' t ,
i .  which is necessary even for a science of strat-

egy.
ii. It also keeps us from recognizing Freud's

Copernican revolut ion,
(a) which questioned the centrality of the

place man assigns himself in the universe.

2. Is my place as subject of a signif ier concentr ic or

excentric in regard to my place as subject of the

signified?
a. I t  is not a matter of knowing whether my self-

description conforms to my reality,
i .  but instead of knowing whether I  as speaker

am identical with myself as spoken about.

b. The Cartesian cogito is central to the mirage that

makes modern man so sure he is himself even

when he has doubts about himself.

c. The signifying game of metonymy and meta-

phor goes on without my awareness.

d. In this way I can say, "I  think where I atn not,

therefbre I am where I do not think."

The unconscious is the kernel of our being.

1. The symptom is a metaphor in which flesh or func-

t ion becomes the signi{ying element,

a. whose signification is not accessible to the con-

scious subject.
2. Desire is channeled by metonym/,

a. in an endless series of substi tute objects.

3. Myths, the sexual theories of the child, neurotic

compulsions, al l  respond to the same necessit ies.

The ego was defined by Freud according to its particu-

lar resistances.
1 . These are of an imaginary nature, lures reducible to

the narcissistic relation as developed in the mirror

stage.
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a. In synthesizing sensorimotor select ions, t l t t '  t 'eo
answers for reality, areality suspended lronr cluty

along with the ego.
The ego concentrates imaginary inertias to resist

the message of the unconscious.
Its disguises operate through a resistance that is in-

trinsic to discourse .
a. Thus the defense mechanisms are inversions of

unconscious mechanisms,
i. whose most proper labels are Quintilian's

figures of speech.
b. Psychoanalysts of today mistakenly describe re-

sistance in terms of a fixed emotional state. thus
losing one of Freud's truths.

i. Because we must make our way into the
truth, it is disturbing and we repress it.

i i .  The scientist,  seer, or quack wants to be the
only one to know the truth.

Freud shows, knowledge of art and literature helps
interpreting the unconscious,
for the unconscious does not consist of instincts but
of signifiers.
a. Freud's early works give a web of examples in-

volving the two axes of language: connection and
substi tut ion.

The incident of the "shine on the nose" discloses the
nature of unconscious thought.
The abyss opened by the idea of unconscious thought,
and not sexuality, provoked early resistance to psy-
choanalysis.
a. Sexuality, after all, always prevailed in litera-

ture.
b. Ironically, recent psychoanalysis has turned sex-

uality into a moral affair.
c. Before Freudian sexuality was sanctified it was a

scandal because it was so "intellectual."

2.

o
J.

E. As
in
1.

2.

o
J.
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r i . ' l i r< l ; r r  ; r l l  r t 's t . r r r t ' l r  l i r rw, i r r r l i r rq t l r t '  r r t r t l r t ' r r t i r
l " t ' t ' t t t l i ; r r r  cxpt ' t ' i t ' t tc t '  is  r 'ot t r l t ' r r rnt :c l  i is  " int t ' l l t '< ' t r r -
r r l iz . ; r t  ior) ."

lltr lr'lltr, lrin.q anrl |lrc other (La lettre, lAhe et I'autre).
. \  ' l i r  ; r t ' t ' t )unt  l i ) r  unconscious thought,  are we postulat inq

:ur()tht 'r '  cso? Do we have psychological Manichacism?
I .  ' l 'his is not a matter of spl i t  personali ty,

ir. but rather a goal: Wo Es uar, soll lch uerden,
b. a goal ol' reintegration and harmony, even of'

rcconci l iat ion.
'2. Wc cannot ignore "the self ' 's radical ex-centr ici ty to

i tsel l ' , "  i .e. ,  the t ruth Freud discovered,
a. or else psychoanalysis becomes a comprornise

tact ic.
b. Nor can we speak of the "total personali ty."
c. The gap in man caused by this radical heterono-

my can be covered over only dishonestly.
d. Who is this other who wags me and "to whom I

am more attached than to rnyself"?
l l .  "The unconscious is the discourse of the Other,"

1. as the region where the desire that seeks to be recog-
nized is the desire for recognit ion.

2. The Other is "the locus of signifying convention,"
"the guarantor of Good Faith."
a. The dimcnsion of truth emerges with the appear-

ance ol ' language.
b. Every question presupposes language.

i. This goes beyond the signal systems found
among animals.

ii. This also goes beyond "an awareness of
others."

c. The other chal lenges our truth, as in Gide's case.
( l .  Freud shows us the ways that lead to "the nucleus of

our being," Kern unseres Wesen,
1. not as what we know objectively, but rathcr as that

which makes our being.
a. We bear witness to i t  in whims, phobias, fet ishes,

l l , t  I

i l l
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as well  as in our civi l ized personali t ics.
b. Madness and reason both serve the Logos.
Our being's moorings are modified by the slishtcst
change in the relation between us and the signifier,
as is seen when exegesis shifts its approach.
a. Here lies Freud's revolution, affecting everything.

i .  This is not a matter of technique based on
categories of psychology,

ii. or on the vulgar concepts in which its prac-
tice recommends itself.

Freud brought into science the relationship between
being and the object.
a. This is not to be dismissed as a case of neo-

Heideggereanism.
We refer to being and the letter and differentiate the
other from the Other,
a. in order to deal with the effects of resistance and

transf-erence.
b. For i t  is not a metaphor to say that the symptom

is a metaphor,
i .  because "the symptom es a metaphor,"

i i .  just as "desire zs a metonymy."

Norgs lo rHE TBxr

The translation of I' instance as "agency" suggests the
active nature of the letter in the unconscious, but not
the quali ty of this act ion. In the f irst English transla-
t ion of this essay, Miel (1966) uses " insistence," con-
veying the autonomous quality of this agency. (Miel's
translation is one we have drawn on, as Sheridan
apparently also has in his translation of Ecrits; A
Selection ) Ir French, I' instance means "entreaty," "soli-
ci tat ion," t tglgerlc1,,t '  "earnestness," and "instance,"
with the last strengthened by the notion of the "in-
stand-ing" o. persistence of the letter.
Speech has different meters (mesures)- not "tech-

I  I  7r , /  l ( )5
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r r i t ; r r t 's"  -  n ' l r i t ' l r  ; r r t '  t 'sscrr t i ; r l  to thc l i r r rn:r t ivr :  t ' f lcr : t .
' l ' l r t '  I " r ' t . r r t ' l r  w,,rc l  l r l r  " rneaning" is sens, connot ing
l lot l r  "s( ' r )sc" and "direct ion" or "way."
I"()r- "the two sides of the signifying ef l 'ect," the French
tcxt has les deux uersants de l'ffit signifiant We prefer to
translate uersants as "slopes," to be more congruous
with later expressions regarding rhe sl iding (gt isse-
ment) of the signified under the signifier. The refer-
ence is to the twolold character of language, the axis
of select ion (metaphor) and the axis of combination
(metonymy) as del ineated byJakobson (1956).  They
view aphasia as a l inguist ic problem involving two
basic types of '  speech disturbance: a deficiency in
verbal select ion and substi tut ion based on similari ty
or a deficiency in combination and contexture based
on cont igui ty.
Saussure writes: "The l inguist ic sign unites, not a
thing and a name, but a concept and a sound-image.
. . . I propose to retain rhe rvord sign fsignel to desig-
nate the whole and to replace concept and sound-image
respectively by signified lsigntji] and signtfier lsignifi-
ant f"  (1916, pp. 66-67).
The point seems to be that the signif ied (the concept)
is itself not a thing, but an aspect of language, whose
meaning l ies in words, other signif iers. l ,anguage,
then, covers the f ield and in doing so i t  can answer or
correspond to every need that can be art iculated.

The example of the word chose ("thing") appears
in Saussure (1916, p.  95) ro i l lustrare the change
from its Latin origin causa ("cause," "reason ," "case,"
or "point"). Lacan elaborates to suggest the inherent
contradict ion implied in any attempt ro chart a uni-
vocal connection between "things" and individual
words.

Lacan's note refers to his seminar dealing with
St. Augustine's "I)e locutionis significatione" ("Ort| +6d/ +9+
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the signif icat ion of speech") as reportccl in Voltrtrrt '  I

of Le Siminaire ( 1953- 1954), in which he says:

The fundamental phenomenon of the anaiytit '
revelation is this relationship of one discourse ttr

another on which it is propped. We find mani-

fested there this fundamental principle of se-
mantics, that every semanteme refers to the

whole of the semantic system, to the polyval-

ence of its uses. Furthermore, for all that is

properly of languzge, insofar as it is human,

that is to say, util izable in speech, there is never

arry univocal quality to the symbol. Every

semanteme always has several senses. . . every
signification only refers to another significa-
t ion. .  . language is not made to designate
things [p. 272; our translat ion].

He goes on to speak, following Augustine, of how "it
is impossible to handle language by referring the
sign to the thing on a word-by-word basis" (p. 277).
The nominalist debate refers to the classical discus-
sion, ancient in origin but of special importance to
medieval thinkers, concerning the philosophical
status of universal terms such as "man," which seem
to refer both to a class and to individual members of
that class. Does such a term refer to some ontological
absolute? Or to some construct of the mind? Or to
nothing at all beyond the term or name (nomen) itself,
since only individuals exist? The nominal ist posit ion
holds the last of these and retains its importance for
contemporary thought.
The rails separate the two orders of signifier (Ladies/
Gentlemen) and signified (the children as sexual be-
ings). Later the rails suggest the incessant veering off
of meaning found in metonymy in which desire is
caught "eternally stretching forth towards the desire

for something elsd' (1977, p. 167/518).

1s2b/s00
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ln Oull i t ,r ' r ' .s ' l ruuel.t ,  
Jonathan Swift  (1726) describes

Irow tlrt: l lrok)nqccl war between the two kingdoms of
l . i l l iput and Blefuscu originated in a dispute over
whether eggs should be broken at the larger or small-
er  end (p.  53)
Claude Garamo"d (1480-1561) designed a roman
type which was influential in establishing the roman
letter as standard. The Didot family spans 250 years
of print ing history.
In his discussion of St. Augustine, Lacan states:

If is a conjunction of subordination. But in the
sentence "the 'f displeases me," this word is used
as a noun. St. Augustine proceeds with all the
rigor and analytic spirit of a modern linguist,
and he shows that it is the usage in the sentence
which defines the qualification of a word as part
of  the discourse [1953- 7954, p.  27 4;  our t rans-
lat ion] .

The Miel translation (1966) provides a helpful note:
"The al lusions are to the'I  am black, but comely. .  . '
of the Song of Solomon, and to the nineteenth century
cl ich6 of the 'poor but honest womarr '  "  (p. 111). The
identical note, with no reference to Miel, appears in
Sheridan's translation (Lacan, 1977 , p. 176).
Saussure's il lustration appears in his discussion of
the relation between thought and language (1916):

Psychologically our thought - apart from its ex-
pression in words - is only a shapeless and in-
distinct mass. Philosophers and linguists have
always agreed in recognizing that without lan-
guage, thought is a vague, uncharted nebula.
There are no pre-existing ideas, and nothing is
distinct before the appearance of language [p.
1111.

For Saussure, the sounds that go to make up pho-
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nemes are as shapeless as thought and thc "rrrystt.r ' i -
ous fact" is that both thought and sound comc to-
gether in an arbitrary manner in working out recip-
rocal ly dif ferentiated units of language ( i .e.,  words).
He goes on to say:

In addit ion, .  .  .  to consider a term as simply the
union of a certain sound with a certain concept
is grossly misleading. To define it in this way
would isolate the term from its system; it would
mean assuming that one can start from the
terms and construct the system by adding them
together when, on the contrary, it is from the
interdependent whole that one must start and
through analysis obtain i ts elements. .  .  .

Language is a system of interdependent
terms in which the value of each term results
solely lrom the simultaneous presence of the
others Ipp.  113- l l4] .

For a recent critique of Saussure on linguistic grounds,
see the review essay by Marie-Laure Ryan (1979).
I t  is unclear to us *hy the inversion of the terms
"Peter hits Paul" would reverse the time of the action
rather than the direction of intentionality.
The French text has )Er-n&rra. The uilrrrio., here
(and later, p. l6\el520) is to Heraclitus' Logos and
Heidegger's (1951) interpretat ion, "Logos" (which
Lacan [1956] translated, as he tel ls us near the end of
this essay, making it available rn La Pslchanal:ytt).

Heidegger claims that Heracl i tus' formrla )Ez-

fld.vru (one-in-many [-beings]) describes the
manner in which AoTos functions. As tEr,

Itoyos is the One, the Only, that unifies all be-
ings in themselves, insofar as it gathers them in-
to themselves, lett ing them l ie forth in non-colr-
cealment as themselves. Because AoTos is )Ez,
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i t  rn;rv l r t '  r 'a l lcc l  the ut ter ly Simple.  )E,  is
l ikt 'nerl  to a l iehtning-bolt,  by reason of which
beinqs are l i t  up in their Beinq [Richardson,
1963, pp. 492-+931.

-fhe "level of the signified" is the "whole articulation
ol'relevant contexts suspended 'vertically' " (1977 ,, p.
15+/503)- the polyphony that resonates with the sig-
nifier, i..., the richness of language itself, going
beyond the individual subject and certainly going
beyond conscious awareness.
Lemaire (1970) writes of metaphor and metonymy

as "the two linguistic phenomena responsible for the

autonomy of the signifier, or for the supremacy of
the signifier over the signified in language. -fhis su-
premacy of the signifier was defined by language's
peculiar aptitude for signifyitg something other than
what i t  is l i teral ly saying" (p. 191 ) .  Lacan later

elaborates the role of metaphor and metonymy as
slopes for the sliding of the signified under the signi-
fier, and thereby accounts for the nature of dream
distort ion (1977, p.  160/511).  These language proc-

esses operate unconsciously, thus raising the ques-
tion about the place of the subject, which he takes up
again later.
-fhe Loewenstein (1956) article referred to in Lacan's
note (1977 , p. 1771506) contains a "personal commu-
nication" footnote mentioning Jakobson.
Both the French text and Sheridan's citation in foot-
note 21 contain an error; ,n'itait pas should read n'itait
point (Hugo, 1859). See Ecrits (1966, p. 892), for ad-

ditional commentary by Lacan in which he makes

explici t  the l ink between "His sheaf" and the phallus.
The non-sense of the sheaf being neither miserly nor

spiteful makes sense only because the subject, Booz,
has gone underground to the level of the signified,

displaced by the new signifier, "the sheaf"; in jokes

1 58dl508
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there is an i r rupt ion of  non-sense " f  rc l rn l t t ' low" th:r t

d isrupts the sense of  the conscious discourse.

158/508 This book by Strauss (1952), a pol i t ical phi losophe r,
is also discussed by Gadamer (1960) in the context of '
how to understand a text:

Is not conscious distortion, camouflage and
concealment of the proper meaning in fact the
rare extreme case of a frequent, even normal
situation? - just as persecution (whether by civi l
authority or the church, the inquisition etc) is
only an extreme case when compared with the
intentional or unintentional pressure that society
and public opinion exercise on human thought.
Only if we are conscious of the uninterrupted
transition from one to the other are we able to
estimate the hermeneutic difficulty of Strauss'
problem. How are \ /e abie to establ ish clearly
that a distort ion has taken place? Thus, in my
opinion, i t  is by no means clear that, when we
find contradictory statements in a writer, it is
correct to take the hidden meanirg-as Strauss
thinks-for the true one. There is an uncon-
scious conformism of the human minH to con-
sidering what is universally obvious as really
true. And there is, against this, an unconscious
tendency to try extreme possibi l i t ies, even i f
they cannot always be combined into a coherent
whole. The experimental extremism of Nie-
tzsche bears irrefutable witness to this. Contra-
dictions are an excellent criterion of truth but,
unfortunately, they are not an unambiguous
criterion when we are dealirrg with hermeneu-
t ics [p.  4BB].

l5\h/509 Lacan begins hts Ecrits (1966) with "The Seminar on

[Poe's] 'The Purloined Letter. '  "  This has been trans-
lated by Mehlman (1972b).
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' l ' l rcrc is rr  t l iscr t ' ; ) i r t ) ( ' \ '  l r t ' lwt ' t 'n t l r t '  l t ' t t t ' r 's  t ' i t t ' t l  i r t
t l rc l " r ' t ' r r t ' l t  ( t 'x t  (  107 i rncl  I  l9)  ztncl  in Mit ' l 's  (  l lx t ( t )
I r i rnsl i r t ion (107 ancl  109);  the lat ter  ar t :  rcpcatt 'c l  in
tht '  Selection (1977). The letters appear in Freucl 's ' l 'he
Orisins of Pslchoanaltsis: Letters to Wilhelm Fliess, DraJ't.r

and | t lotes ( lBB7-1902).  In let ter  107, Freud wrote,  " l

cannot afford to keep to myself the finest - and prob-
ably the only lasting - discovery that I have made"
(p 281);  in let ter  119: "The cl imax of  my achieve-
ments in dream interpretat ion comes in this instal l-
ment"  (p.  299).
In his first sentence Freud does not mention the
word "rebus" but states that by using his procedure
"every dream reveals itself as a psychical structure
which has a meaning" ('Jeder Traum sich als ein
sinnvol les psychisches Gebilde herausstel l t") (1900a,
p.  1;1900b, p.  1) .  The rebus appears at  the begin-
ning of Chapter VI, in a context buzzing with l in-
guistic referents: the dream-thoughts and dream-
content are like two different languages (Sprachen),
the dream-content "seems like a transcript [(Jbertra-
gun{t ' transference']  of the dream-thoughts into an-
other mode of expression lAusdrucksweise, 'style'],

whose characters [Zeichen, 'signs'] and syntactic laws

[Fugungsgesetze) it is our business to discover by com-
paring the original and the translation lLlbersetzung].
.  .  .  The dream-content. .  .  is expressed as i t  were in a
pictographic script lBilderschrtftl, the characters of
which fderen Zeichen) have to be transposed fzu ilbertra-
gen sind] individually into the language ldie Sprachel of
the dream-thoughts" (1900a, p.277; 1900b, p.  283-
284). He goes on to say we rvould be led into error if
we tried to read (lesen) these signs (Zeichen) as pictures
instead of according to their syrnbolic relation (nach
ihrer Zeichenbeziehung, "according to their character as
signs"). An example of a rebus, a picture-puzzle, rs
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then given, and Freud instructs us to "try lo rt ' l l l l rcc
each separate element by u syllable or worcl lcinr,\' i lhr
oder ein Wortl that can be represented by that clcnrt'nt
in some way or other. The words lDie Wortul which
are put together in this way are no longer nonsensi-
cal fsind nicht mehr sinnlos) but may form a poetical
phrase lDiclttersprucltl of the greatest beauty and sig-
ni f icance" (1900a, p.  278; 1900b, p.  284).

For a careful analysis of the role of language, es-
pecial ly in Freud's early works, see Forrester (1980),
whose book is presented, in part, as a prolegomena
to understanding Lacan's reading of Freud.
In discussing representation by symbols, Freud wrote:
"I should like to utter an express warning against
over-estimating the importance of symb ols [Symbole]
in dream-interpretation, against restricting the work
of translating dreams merely to translating symbols
and against abandoning the technique of making use
of the dreamer's associat ions" (1900a, pp. 359-360).
We prefer the translation, "the two slopes of the inci-
dence of the signifier" (les deux uersants de I'incidence du
signtfiant).
Freud's Chapter VI, Section I deals with secondary
revis ion (1900a, pp. a88tr . ) .
The "hieroglyphic aviary" appears to refer back to
the "orni thological  specimens" (1977, p.  159/510),
whose role as signifiers is overlooked.
These difficult formulas we shall attempt to il lustrate
by Lacan's own example of the fet ish (1977, p. 170/
522), in which the patient had to see a "shine on the
nose (Glanz auf der Nase)" to obtain sexual satisfac-
tion. Glanz (shine) in the patient's original English
was "glance." The contiguity of sound establishes a
metonymic link between Glanz/glance at the nose, while
the similarity of shape establishes a metaphoric link
between the nose and phallus. In the metonymy
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r l t 's i r t '  is  < ' lut i r r t ' r l  l i 'orrr  tht :  or ie inal  g lance at  the
rrrol lr t ' r '  in scxuzrl  curiosity to the shine (Glanz) needed
lirr sr ' .rual satisfact ion, both words forming part of
thc wrrrcl-to-word chain "glance (Glanz) at the nose."
'l 'he intervals between words concretize (and actual-
ly allow for the chaining of) the gap, the want-to-be
(manque d \tre) out of which desire originates and
which the chain of signifiers perpetuates (since the
discourse never fil ls or closes the gap but only con-
ceals i t) .  The bar is not crossed in metonymy (i .e.,
the signified is never attained) since there is a con-
tinual veering off' of meaning. In this example the
meaning emerges only in the metaphoric structure in
which "nose" is a substitute signifier for "phallus," the
primary signifier of desire, now the signified which
has crossed the bar.
Earlier (1977 , p. 153f/505), Lacan touched on the
role of the subject in language's ability to signify
something other than what i t  says; i t  is not a matter
of the subject deliberately disguising his thought, but
of an unconscious chain of signif iers set up by meta-
phor. Laplanche and Leclaire (1960) quote Lacan:
"Metaphor must be defined as the implantat ion, into
a chain of signifiers, of another signifier, by dint of
which the one it replaces falls to the rank of signified,
and, as latent signifier, perpetuates the interval onto
which another chain of'signifiers can be grafted" (p.
156). The subject as conscious thinker has no place
in this process of associative chaining.
The Latin phrase reads: "Where I think 'I think,
therefore I am,' there I am." Lacan counters this
with: "I think where I am not, therefore I am where I
do not th ink" (1977, p.  1661517).
The problem is the relationship between the con-
scious subject and thought. This problem would be
of special interest to Lacan's university audierice,

l ( i5rc l516
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seated in the Descartes Amphitheatre ol ' thc Sor' lrr)nn('
(1977, p.  176, n.31494, t r .  1) .  Lacoue-Labartht ' ; rnr l
Nancy (1973, p. 19) cal l  attention to Lacan's aclclrcss
as being his first interuention uiritable in a university.
In his paper "A Difficulty in the Path of Psycho-
Analysis" (1917), Freud describes how humanity's
narcissism has "suffered three severe blows" (p. 139),
first, from Copernicus' challenge to the earth's cen-
tral place in the universe (the cosmological blow),
second, from Darwin's challenge to man's presump-
tion of superiority to other animals (the biological
blow), and, third, from the challenge of the Freudian
unconscious to the ego's mastery in its own house
(the psychological blow).
Desire is split in the unconscious processes of meto-
nymy (related to a lack of being in the gaps of the
chain of the sienifiers) and metaphor (related to a re-
{usal or denial of the signifier repressed below the
bar).
These allusions all appear to relate to the earlier dis-
cussions of what the subject's "desire has been in his
history." Holderlin's nostos refers to his poem "Home-
coming/To the Kinsmen," suggestive of nostalgia
(and perhaps Lacan is also alluding to Heidegger's

[1943] meditat ion on Holderl in and a view of tem-
porality as the future coming through the past). O"
the other hand, the notion of repetition in Kierke-
gaard (1843) is forward-looking (see Nordentoft,
1972, p. 106). Lacan seems to be saying that Freud,
ever-faithful to the basically linguistic nature of his
discovery, was able to discern in the history of the
subject the movement of desire (made apparent in
symptoms, dreams, and parapraxes) as structured
by unconscious signifiers and by radical finitude.
Regarding Logos, see note 155a and the end of the
Overview in Chapter B (discussing Lacan's reference
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to Lu,qn on I) .  21) l /695).  Empedocles was discussed

t' i rr ' l i t ' t '  (sr:c note 102e).

lirr:ucl's phrase is "Long before he was in the world"

(1909a, p.  42).
The translation should read, "Freud seems to abound

in the delegation which is traditionally made to it

Ithe ego] of answering for reality" ("Freud. . . paraisse

abonder dans la d6l6gation qui lui est faite tradition-

ellement de r6pondre de la r6alit6"). Suspension (le

suspens) connotes being suspended from duty (like a

priest or policeman); when the ego is so treated, its

"reality" of perceptual synthesis is also suspended.

The subject is a displacement at least in the sense

that he becomes caught up in the signifying chain

and subject to the metonymy of desire.

To the earlier definitions (note 5Ba) of some of these

terms, we now add these:

Periphraszs uses a longer phrasing in place of a

possible shorter expression.
Suspension defers the principal idea to the end of

a sentence or paragraph.
Litotes emphasizes by understatement, ,by indi-

cating the negative of its opposite ("not many"

for "a few").
Hlpotlposzs is a vivid, picturesque description.

(The above was drawn from Webster's ]'rfew Interna-

tional Dictionarlt [1960] and Webster's New Collegiate

Dict ionarlt  l l97 +)).

After describing the fet ish (see note l64a-b). Freud

(1927) wrote:

When now I announce that the fetish is a substi-
tute for the penis, I shall certainly create disap-
pointment; so I hasten to add that i t  is not a

substitute for any chance penis, but for a partic-

ular and quite special penis that had been ex-
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t remely important in ear ly chi ldhoor l  l r t r t  l r i r< l
later been lost. That is to say, i t  should norrnal-
ly have been given up, but the fet ish is precisely
designed to preserve i t  from extinct ion. To put
it more plainly: the fetish is a substitute for the
woman's (the mother's) penis that the little boy
once believed in and - for reasons familiar to us
- does not want to give up.

What happened, therefore, was that the
boy refused to take cognizance of the fact of his
having perceived that a woman does not possess
a penis. No, that could not be true: for i f '  a
woman had been castrated, then his own posses-
sion of a penis was in danger; and against that
there rose in rebellion the portion of his nar-
cissism which Nature has, as a precaution, at-
tached to that part icular organ [pp. ISZ-153].

To minirnize ambiguity, since the French has un autre
moi, we translate, "Is what thinks in my place, then,
another ego?"
The relation between the recognition of desire and
the desire for recognition is a repeated theme (see
1977, pp. 1+1d/431, 260c-d/623).
In The Praise of FolQ, Erasmus makes reference to
Midas in his second paragraph (1509, p. 43). Diony-
sus gave King Midas the power to turn everything
he touched into gold because he had befriended Sile-
nus, the oldest of the satyrs. When even his food was
affected, he begged to be relieved of his power. He
was also given ass's ears by Apollo for preferring the
music of Pan to that of Apollo. Midas hid his shame
under a high cap so that only his barber knew. The
secret, however, was uttered into a hole in the ground
whence reeds grew, and whenever the wind blew
they voiced his secret folly.
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' i ' l r t ' r ' t '  a lso appears to be a dig at  Husser l ian
phcnorncnology. See Husserl's Fifth Meditation in his

Cartesian Meditations, where the question is posed:
"Hlut can my ego, within his peculiar ownness, con-

stitute under the name, 'experience of something
other, '  precisely something othef ' (1929, p.  94).
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